JWC Meeting Room - Instructions

Please join the meeting from your computer, tablet or smartphone.
https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/771128069

You can also dial in using your phone.
United States: +1 (872) 240-3311

Access Code: 771-128-069

New to GoToMeeting? Get the app now and be ready when your first meeting starts:
https://global.gotomeeting.com/install/771128069

Monday April 6, 2020

1:00 pm Welcome and Introductions
Gary Bahr, WA, EQI Chair and Jeff Rogers, VA, POM Chair

1:10 pm Update from AAPCO President, SFIREG Chair, and NASDA
Leo Reed, IN, AAPCO President
Liza Fleeson Trossbach, VA, SFIREG Chair
Reports submitted prior to the meeting, SFIREG can ask questions

Aline Delucia, NASDA
Invited, and can provide a summary or welcome to submit a written report

1:15 pm OPP Update
Yvette Hopkins EPA OPP
Reports submitted prior to the meeting, SFIREG can ask questions

OECA Update
Anthony Matusik EPA OPP
Reports submitted prior to the meeting, SFIREG can ask questions

1:20 pm EPA Registered pesticides, use against the organism that causes COVID-19
Gary Bahr, WA
OPP/OECA Staff, EPA

1:40 pm Dicamba – Update from EPA, State cases, Education, 2020 Growing Season
Jeff Rogers, VA
OPP/OECA Staff, EPA
EPA can provide an update on the current Dicamba registration and regulation process, discuss the 2020 growing season, and discuss what data is needed for potential decisions for registration. SFIREG Working Committee Members will have the opportunity to share comments, questions or concerns regarding Dicamba.

- JWG Members Participate

2:00 pm  Paraquat – Label Concerns, Training Issues and FAQs
Jeff Rogers, VA
OPP/OECA Staff, EPA

2:20 pm  State’s Questions to EPA OPP and OECA Staff for a variety of ongoing topics:
- Certification and Training Revised Plans, Pesticide Proposed Interim Decisions (PIDs) and Proposed Final PIDs, BiOps and ESA efforts, Status of Plant Back/Cover Crop work, Hemp Pesticide Registrations, .
EPA OPP
Gary Bahr, WA

2:40 pm  Status of Current Pesticide Proposed Interim Decisions (PIDs) and Upcoming Proposed Final PIDs. EPA schedule and expectations for public comment.
EPA OPP
Gary Bahr, WA

2:55 pm  JWC Future Meeting Location
Gary Bahr, WA and Jeff Rogers, VA

3:00 pm  Adjourn